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We use Lightcone Conformal Truncation to analyze the RG flow of the two-dimensional supersym-
metric Gross-Neveu-Yukawa theory, i.e. the theory of a real scalar superfield with a Z2-symmetric
cubic superpotential. The theory depends on a single dimensionless coupling g, and is expected
to have a critical point at a tuned value g∗ where it flows in the IR to the Tricritical Ising Model
(TIM); the theory spontaneously breaks the Z2 symmetry on one side of this phase transition, and
breaks SUSY on the other side. We calculate the spectrum of energies as a function of g and see
the gap close as the critical point is approached, and numerically read off the critical exponent ν in
TIM. Beyond the critical point, the gap remains nearly zero, in agreement with the expectation of
a massless Goldstino. We also study spectral functions of local operators on both sides of the phase
transition and compare to analytic predictions where possible. In particular, we use the Zamolod-
chikov C-function to map the entire phase diagram of the theory. Crucial to this analysis is the
fact that our truncation is able to preserve supersymmetry sufficiently to avoid any additional fine
tuning.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum Field Theory (QFT) has an astonishingly
broad range of applicability, yet is notoriously difficult
at strong coupling. Hamiltonian truncation methods are
a promising approach for computing real-time dynamical
quantities in generic QFTs, but much work remains to
be done to develop them more fully. In this paper, we
will work with a specific Hamiltonian truncation method,
Lightcone Conformal Truncation (LCT) [1–5], which has
a number of advantages but also comes with additional
challenges. We will focus on a specific model, the 2D Su-
persymmetric Gross-Neveu-Yukawa (SGNY) model, as
a useful case to explore issues that arise when studying
theories with both scalars and fermions. The 2D SGNY
model is a theory of a real superfield
Φ = φ+ θψ + θχ+ θθF, (I.1)
and a superpotential
W (Φ) = hΦ + g3!Φ
3. (I.2)
The scalar potential is 12 (W ′(φ))2, and the scalar-fermion
coupling is W ′′(φ)ψχ. Much is known already about this
theory, which will permit many nontrivial checks of our
numerical results.
LCT is a numeric method for studying QFT nonper-
turbatively. The basic idea is to numerically diagonalize
the lightcone Hamiltonian P+, i.e. the generator of trans-
lations in the lightcone direction x+ = (x0 + x1)/
√
2, in
a basis of operators that, roughly speaking, have scaling
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2dimensions below some truncation limit ∆max in the ul-
traviolet (UV). The UV is taken to be a known, solvable
CFT, and the full theory is the UV CFT deformed by
one or more relevant operators:
P+ = P (CFT)+ +
∑
i
gi
∫
dd−1x Oi(x). (I.3)
Many interesting models, including the SGNY model, are
of this form. The UV CFT of SGNY is just a free massless
scalar and fermion. For a pedagogical introduction to the
setup and methods of LCT, we refer the reader to the
companion paper [6].
One of the main innovations that we will employ in this
paper is to use a modified definition of the truncated
Hamiltonian which uses the SUSY algebra. In d = 2,
N = (1, 1) SUSY, there are two supercharges Q±, and
they satisfy
Q2± = P±, (I.4)
where we have chosen a specific convention for the nor-
malization of Q±. Rather than computing the matrix
elements of P+, we can compute the matrix elements of
Q+ in our truncated basis and then square it.1 One ad-
vantage of this approach is that Q+ is much simpler than
P+. In general,
Q+ ∝
∫
dx−W ′(φ)ψ. (I.5)
Thus, Q+ contains fewer terms than P+, and on the LC
it is also local (unlike the Hamiltonian). However, the
main advantage of using the supercharge is the ability to
preserve SUSY sufficiently in LCT, in a manner which
avoids having to fine-tune UV-divergent counterterms to
maintain the symmetry. Indeed, in a naive use of Hamil-
tonian methods, one normal-orders, generically leading
to a breaking of SUSY.
Our main results include a numerical computation of
the mass spectrum as a function of the dimensionless
coupling
g ≡ g
m
(I.6)
in (III.5), as well as of spectral functions ρO(µ2) of vari-
ous operators O as a function of invariant mass-squared
µ2. We will pay special attention to the spectral func-
tion of the stress-tensor, T , since its integral is Zamolod-
chikov’s C-function [33, 34]. As this function appears
in various thermodynamic quantities characterizing the
1 This same approach has been used to study supersymmetric the-
ories in the context of Discrete Light Cone Quantization [7–32],
where the x− direction is compactified. That method has largely
focused on gauge theories and, to the best of our knowledge, has
not been used to study the 2D SGNY model.
QFT, we may regard its dependence on µ as being equiv-
alent to its dependence on temperature. Hence, a map
of the C-function as a function of µ and g can be consid-
ered a representation of the phase diagram of the theory.
This map is shown in Fig. 13 which captures the more
qualitative phase diagram illustrated in Fig. 1.
The coupling dependence of the mass spectrum is
shown in Fig. 4. We discuss its interpretation in Sec-
tion IV A. From the spectrum we read off the critical
coupling g∗ where the SGNY theory flows to the TIM
critical point. In the Z2-breaking phase, we fit the clos-
ing of the mass gap near the critical point as a function
of g to extract the critical exponent ν. Fig. 7 displays the
convergence of the critical exponent ν to the theoretical
expectation ν = 1.25 as ∆max increases. The Zamolod-
chikov C-function and the trace of T near the critical
point are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively. In-
cluded in these plots are the theoretical curves obtained
from TIM integrability results for comparison. The nu-
merical spectrum Fig. 4 also shows that the SGNY theory
flows to the massless SUSY-breaking phase at large g. In
the IR the numerical C-function approaches the central
charge cIsing = 0.5 of the IR fixed point, shown in Fig.
11. We also check that other correlators agree with Ising
CFT behavior in Fig. 12.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II we
review some key features of the RG flows of the SGNY
theory. We will discuss how the SGNY model is defined
in the UV, what phases we are expecting in the IR, and
the properties of the critical point. In Section III we
set up the Hamiltonian truncation framework. We will
compute the Hamiltonian matrix elements of the relevant
deformation with respect to the conformal basis in light-
cone quantization. We warm up by discussing the SGNY
theory and Hamiltonian truncation in the free and per-
turbative regimes. We present the numerical results of
the strongly coupled SGNY theory in Section IV and V.
Section IV focuses on the gapped Z2-breaking phase. In
the first subsection IV A we display the mass spectrum,
read off the phase structure from the spectrum and dis-
cuss the convergence of the numerics. In the following
subsections IV B, IV C and IV D we zoom-in to the vicin-
ity of the TIM critical point, and compute the critical
exponent, the Zamolodchikov C-function and the spec-
tral function of the trace of the stress tensor, respectively.
In the subsection IV E we show that the truncation ef-
fects have universal behavior in the IR. In Section V we
move on to the SUSY-breaking phase, which has an IR
fixed point in the universality class of the 2D Ising model.
We provide evidence that the spectrum and the spectral
functions of various operators match the Ising CFT in
the IR.
II. THE RG FLOW AND INFRARED
Before we describe the truncation setup in more detail,
here we will review some key features of the SGNY the-
3FIG. 1. Cartoon of the phase diagram of SGNY, as a function
of the dimensionless parameter g and energy scale µ. The
thick solid line indicates the gap, while the color gradients
indicate RG flows between different regimes. A more precise
version of this diagram obtained from our numerical results,
with a similar color scheme, is exhibited in Fig. 13.
ory; for more details, see [35, 36]. By inspection of the
superpotential (I.2), the theory has an interesting phase
structure depending on the value of the dimensionless ra-
tio g/h. In addition to supersymmetry, the Lagrangian
has a chiral Z2 symmetry under which φ and ψ are odd
but χ is even. For large positive h/g, the vacuum has
〈φ〉 = 0, 〈W ′(φ)〉 6= 0 so SUSY is broken spontaneously
while the chiral Z2 is not, whereas at large negative h/g,
the vacuum has 〈φ〉 6= 0, 〈W ′(φ)〉 = 0 so the reverse is
true. On the spontaneous SUSY breaking side, the the-
ory has a massless Goldstino, and so flows to the 2D
Ising model in the infrared (IR). At the transition be-
tween these two phases lies the Tricritical Ising Model
(TIM). A cartoon depicting this expectation is shown in
Fig. 1.
The critical point of TIM is the unique CFT that shows
up in both the nonsupersymmetric and N = 1 minimal
series of 2D CFTs. When the interaction W (φ) ⊃ gΦ3
is turned on, Φ2 is a descendant of Φ by the equations
of motion and the only relevant primary operators in the
weakly coupled regime are 1 and Φ, as well as spin op-
erators σ and σ′ ∼ Φσ defined as boundary-condition-
changing operators for the fermions. Because σ, σ′ cannot
be constructed from local products of the components of
Φ acting on the vacuum, they do not appear in our con-
struction and we will not see them at any point along the
RG flow. In the IR, Φ flows to the ∆ = 15 operator  in
TIM. TIM also has scalar operators ′ and ′′ with ∆ = 65
and ∆ = 3 that are primaries under the Virasoro algebra,
but are descendants of  and 1, respectively, under the
super-Virasoro algebra.
The flow from the critical point of TIM to Ising is trig-
gered by deforming by ′, so supersymmetry is broken
spontaneously. This deformation is described in the IR
as the term hΦ in the superpotential (I.2). If the sign
∆UV OUV ∆IR OIR
0 φ 15 
1 W ′(φ) 65 
′
3 (∂µφ)(∂µφ)ψχ 3 ′′
TABLE I. UV to IR matching of scalar Virasoro-primary op-
erators in the flow from the free theory to the critical point
of TIM.
of the coefficient is flipped, the theory flows to a massive
phase with preserved SUSY. By scaling, the ′ deforma-
tion to the massive phase can be written to leading order
in the deformation in two equivalent ways:
δL ∝ (g∗ − g)
(
1
2φ
2 + ψχ
)
∝ m2−∆′gap ′, (II.1)
where g∗ is the critical coupling. Therefore, the gap closes
as a function of g near the critical point as
mgap ∝ (g∗ − g)ν , ν = 1.25. (II.2)
In fact, the ′ deformation around TIM is integrable,
and it is in principle possible to compute correlators along
the resulting RG flow nonperturbatively. On the gapped
side, the massive particles can be thought of as ‘kink’
states created by a profile in φ that interpolates between
two minima. We will use such integrability results taken
from [37] to compare to our numeric results for correla-
tors of the theory not only at the critical point but also
in the neighboring region on either side of it.
III. CONFORMAL TRUNCATION SETUP
In this section, we will describe how we construct the
conformal truncation Hamiltonian in lightcone quantiza-
tion. We will also work through a few perturbative com-
putations explicitly. These perturbative computations
will allow us to provide some intuition analytically, and
also to perform a few consistency checks, before mov-
ing on to completely numeric results in the subsequent
sections.
A. Lightning Review of Conformal Truncation
In LCT, we label our basis of states by their momen-
tum and the primary operator whose irrep they appear
in under the conformal algebra. The Hamiltonian P+
in lightcone quantization does not mix states of different
spatial momentum P− and thus we always work at a fixed
value of P− for all physical states, which by boosting we
may set to P− = 1 without loss of generality. As men-
tioned in the introduction, we consider theories that are
deformations of a UV CFT by one or more relevant oper-
ators, and we use the primary operators of the UV CFT
4for the basis. In this paper, the UV CFT is a theory of a
free massless superfield, i.e. a massless real scalar φ and
real fermion (ψ, χ). The primary operators are therefore
built from the current ∂±φ, vertex operators Vα ≡ eαφ,
and the fermion components ψ, χ. In the free theory, the
equations of motion set ∂+∂−φ = 0, so in momentum
space p+p− = 0 for the scalars. Similarly, the equations
of motion for fermions set p+ = 0 for ψ and p− = 0
for χ. In LC quantization, we integrate out the p− = 0
“zero modes”, which are nondynamical owing to the fact
that they have no time derivative in their kinetic term,
removing operators built from ∂+φ and χ.
There is a further complication, however: because the
relevant deformations we consider have ∆ ≤ d2 , there are
IR divergences in the resulting Hamiltonian matrix ele-
ments. The effect of these divergences is to remove all
vertex operators from the basis, as well as any operators
without derivatives acting on ψ. Conveniently, the free
fermionic theory with all factors of ψ projected out is a
Generalized Free Theory (GFT) where ∂−ψ is a primary
operator with h = 3/2. Nevertheless, even for free the-
ories and GFTs, explicitly constructing all the primary
operators up to large dimension is a nontrivial task; the
methods we employ for constructing this basis, as well as
the details of the removal of states due to IR divergences,
are described in [6].
In summary, the basis consists of operators Oi con-
structed from all products of ∂−φ and ∂−ψ. The states
themselves are constructed by Fourier transforming these
operators acting on the vacuum,
|Oi〉 ≡
∫
d2x e−iP ·xOi(x)|vac〉, (III.1)
so that they have definite momentum. It follows that the
matrix elements of a deformation (I.3) are integrals over
three-point functions [38]:
〈Oi|δP+|Oj〉
=
∑
k
gk
∫
d2x dy− d2z ei(P ·x−P
′·z)〈Oi(x)Ok(y)Oj(z)〉.
(III.2)
Once we diagonalize P+, we can construct spectral
functions of local operators O, as follows. Let |µk〉 be
the eigenvectors of P+:
2P−P+|µk〉 = µ2k|µk〉. (III.3)
The spectral function ρO of an operator O is
ρO(µ2) =
∑
k
|〈vac|O(0)|µk〉|2δ(µ2 − µ2k). (III.4)
By diagonalizing P+, we obtain the overlaps in the above
formula for each eigenvector |µk〉 and local operator O.
B. Constructing the Supersymmetric Lightcone
Hamiltonian
In this subsection, we describe the construction of the
LC Hamiltonian and the computation of its matrix ele-
ments. For reasons we discuss below, instead of using the
form of the superpotential (I.2), we will perform a field
redefinition Φ→ Φ + c to absorb the linear term hΦ. We
can parameterize the resulting superpotential as
W (Φ) = 12mΦ
2 + g3!Φ
3. (III.5)
When h > 0 – i.e. the SUSY-breaking, Z2 respecting
phase – the shift in φ to remove the linear term is imag-
inary and it is not obvious that this new form of the
superpotential is equivalent to the original one. How-
ever, we will find numeric evidence that the form (III.5)
does indeed correctly produce the physics of the SUSY-
breaking phase. This is perhaps not too surprising since
a model only needs to be able to dial the coefficients of
all relevant operators allowed by symmetry in order to
be in the right universality class.
1. Standard Construction
Our first task in constructing the LC Hamiltonian is
to integrate out the component χ of the fermion, which
has no time derivatives in the Lagrangian and is therefore
nondynamical. Before integrating out χ, the Lagrangian
is
L = 12(∂φ)
2 +
√
2i(ψ∂+ψ + χ∂−χ)
+ 2i(m+ gφ)ψχ− 12(mφ+
g
2φ
2)2. (III.6)
We integrate out χ by solving its equations of motion,
with the resulting nonlocal action:
L = 12(∂φ)
2 +
√
2iψ∂+ψ (III.7)
+ i√
2
(mψ + gφψ) 1
∂−
(mψ + gφψ)− 12(mφ+
g
2φ
2)2.
The deformed Hamiltonian δP+ has a total of 6 terms
coming from the second line: two mass terms, two cubic
terms, and two quartic terms. SUSY is preserved up
to truncation effects when the coefficients of these terms
are set according to the above Lagrangian. Although it is
possible to use this form of the theory for LC truncation,
in the next section we will turn to another construction
that automatically implements SUSY and has a number
of practical advantages.
2. Construction Through Q+
Because the 2D SUSY algebra equates the LC Hamil-
tonian P+ and the square Q2+ of the supercharge, we can
5also obtain a truncated form of the Hamiltonian by first
computing Q+. Q+ is given by (I.5), which in our case
is
Q+ =
√
2
∫
dx−(mφ+ g2φ
2)ψ. (III.8)
By contrast with the construction in the previous sub-
section, there are only two terms here. This simplifica-
tion saves a significant amount of effort and computation
time, but more importantly it leads to a number of qual-
itative simplifications as we will see.
Once we have computed the matrix elements of Q+
in our truncation basis, we can define our Hamiltonian
through the algebra:
〈Oi|P+|Oj〉 ≡
∑
k
〈Oi|Q+|Ok〉〈Ok|Q+|Oj〉. (III.9)
Note that this definition is a modification of P+, because
the sum on k is only over states in the truncation rather
than over all states in the space. It is perhaps useful to
imagine taking two different truncation spaces, one ∆max
for the external states |Oi〉, |Oj〉 in the above equation,
and a separate ∆intmax for the “internal” states in the sum
over k. In the limit that ∆intmax →∞, we would reproduce
our previous definition of P+. In practice, we will always
use the same truncation space for both internal and ex-
ternal states. As we discuss in detail in Section III C 2,
UV divergences to the mass term are removed when we
use Q2+ to define P+. Such divergences in the original
P+ construction turn out to be a significant source of
difficulty for studying the supersymmetric critical point,
and their absence in the Q2+ construction is therefore al-
most crucial to our analysis. One notable aspect of the
Q2+ construction is that P+ is no longer simply the ma-
trix elements of the exact Hamiltonian restricted to a
subspace, and so our truncation is not strictly speaking
a variational method approximation. Consequently, the
smallest eigenvalue of our new truncation P+ can in prin-
ciple be below the true smallest eigenvalue.
We will also make use of the generator Q−, which takes
the form
Q− = 2
∫
dx−(∂−φ)ψ (III.10)
independently of the interaction terms. The SUSY al-
gebra imposes Q2− = P−. Because we work in a frame
where all states have P− = 1, we therefore have the use-
ful fact that Q− squares to the identity. The relation
Q2− = 1 does not hold exactly because of truncation ef-
fects: Q− sometimes acts on states to raise their dimen-
sion and thereby takes states within the truncation space
to states outside of it. However, we can mitigate these
effects somewhat by modifying our truncation. In par-
ticular, note that Q− does not change particle number,
so the truncation effects that violate Q2− ∼ 1 will be less
severe if we choose a truncation that counts the number
of φs and ψs equally. So, we define a modified maximum
dimension ∆max for each operator that treats each ψ as
if it had dimension 0, i.e. the same as φ:
∆˜[∂k1φ . . . ∂knφ∂kn+1ψ . . . ∂kmψ] ≡
m∑
i=1
ki. (III.11)
In other words, ∆˜ is just the total number of derivatives
in the operator. For all numeric results, we will impose
∆˜ ≤ ∆max as our truncation on the operators.
C. Weak Coupling Warm-up
Having set up the truncated Lightcone Hamiltonian for
the SGNY model, we can now diagonalize it and start
making physical observations. The simplest observables
are the eigenvalues of P+, i.e. the mass spectrum of parti-
cles and bound states. We will also use the eigenvectors of
P+ to extract spectral functions of real-time correlators,
per (III.4). In this section, we will first warm up with free
theory and perturbation theory, before turning to strong
coupling in later sections. The perturbative warm-up will
also have the advantage of giving us analytic insight into
the UV divergences of the theory; because the theory
is super-renormalizable, all such divergences can be seen
explicitly at low order in perturbation theory.
1. Free Theory
In lightcone quantization, the free theory Hamiltonian
conserves particle number, so we can analyze each parti-
cle number sector separately.2 The states |∂φ〉 and |∂ψ〉
are the only one-φ and one-ψ states, respectively, so diag-
onalizing the Hamiltonian P+ in the one-particle sector
is trivial. The free theory Q+ is
Q+ =
√
2
∫
dx−mφψ, (III.12)
and consequently 〈∂φ|Q+|∂ψ〉√〈∂φ|∂φ〉〈∂ψ|∂ψ〉 = m/
√
2 in the free
theory, so Q2+ = P+ = m2/2 on the one-particle sector
as required by the SUSY algebra.
In the two-particle sector, we can have either two φs,
two ψs, or one φ and one ψ. In the first [second] case,
there is one operator at each even [odd] integer degree3
k ≥ 0, whereas in the third case there is one at every
integer k ≥ 0. We can therefore uniquely label each
2 This property is not shared by equal-time quantization, where
mass terms φ2 and ψχ can change particle number by 0 or ±2.
3 By ‘degree’, we mean the number ∆˜ of total derivatives in the
operator minus the particle number n. So e.g. the operator ∂φ∂ψ
has degree k = 0.
6two-particle state by its degree and particle content. For
instance, the two-particle states up to degree k ≤ 1 are
[φφ]0 ∝ ∂φ∂φ, (III.13)
[φψ]0 ∝ ∂φ∂ψ, (III.14)
[φψ]1 ∝ 2∂φ∂2ψ − 3∂2φ∂ψ, (III.15)
[ψψ]1 ∝ ∂ψ∂2ψ. (III.16)
The generator Q− takes φ → ψ → ∂φ. By inspection,
it takes [φφ]0 → [φψ]0, and due to (anti)symmetry of
(fermions) bosons, it takes [φψ]0 into a total ∂− deriva-
tive of [φφ]0. In momentum space, ∂− is just a constant,
so Q− takes |[φφ]0〉 ↔ |[φψ]0〉 acting on our lightcone ba-
sis states. By contrast, acting on two-particle states at
higher degree k > 0, Q− mixes states of different degree;
e.g. it takes [ψψ]1 to a linear combination of [φψ]1 and
[φψ]2. More generally, Q− can act on states to increase
their degree, and therefore their modified dimension ∆˜,
by at most 1. For states with ∆˜ = ∆max at the upper
limit of the truncation, the action of Q− may4 take them
out of the truncation subspace. Therefore our truncation
explicitly breaks SUSY. Fortunately, in LC quantization
the only UV divergences in the theory are logarithmic di-
vergences; power-law divergences of the vacuum energy
and tadpoles that would be present in equal-time quan-
tization require particle production from the vacuum,
which is not possible in LC quantization. Logarithmic di-
vergences receive only a 1/∆max suppressed contribution
from the last layer of modes near the truncation (since
δ log ∆/δ∆ ∼ ∆−1), where some states are missing their
Q− superpartners, so this breaking is fairly mild.
Next, we illustrate a simple explicit example where we
can see how Q2+ approximates P+ at finite truncation.
The matrix element of 2P+ on the two-φ state [φφ]0 is
〈[φφ]0|2P+|[φφ]0〉 = 6m2, (III.17)
where implicitly we have divided out the normalization
(2pi)2p−δ(p− − p′−) of the external states. Mixing with
higher degree two-φ states lowers the mass-squared of
the lightest two-φ state to 4m2, as one can see from the
formulas in appendix A. For now, we mainly want to see
explicitly in a simple example that as the truncation is
lifted, the individual matrix elements of Q2+ approaches
those of P+. Q+ only mixes |[φφ]0〉 with the |[φψ]k〉
states, and the matrix elements are
〈[φφ]0|Q+|[φψ]k〉 = m
√
12
(1 + k)(2 + k)(3 + k) . (III.18)
4 In some special cases, Q− keeps subsectors within the truncation
space. For instance, Q− mixes two-particle states at degree 2n−
1 and 2n for integer n, so in the two-particle subsector Q− is
preserved by the truncation if ∆max is even and broken by the
truncation if ∆max is odd.
2 particles
2Q2+ 2P+
4.00000 4.13928
4.00000 4.13928
4.60752 4.60752
4.60752 4.60752
4.60752 5.52627
4.60752 5.52627
7.38800 7.38800
7.38800 7.38800
7.38800 10.9492
7.38800 10.9492
21.0045 21.0045
21.0045 21.0045
21.0045 51.3852
21.0045 51.3852
3 particles
2Q2+ 2P+
9.26887 9.80095
9.26887 9.85907
11.0727 11.1472
11.0727 11.2936
11.5068 12.9964
11.5068 13.8108
11.6121 14.4995
11.6121 14.7542
15.8602 16.2540
... ...
32.2736 55.2074
32.2736 57.3414
38.6102 61.1966
38.6102 68.6745
FIG. 2. Mass-squared eigenvalues of the free theory in 2- and
3-particle sector, respectively, from diagonalizing Q2+ and P+
in the truncated basis up to maximum degree ∆max = 8. The
truncated basis has 14 and 28 states, respectively, in each
sector. The numbers in the table are in units m2, where m is
the mass of a single particle.
Consequently,∑
k≤K
|〈[φφ]0|Q+|[φψ]k〉|2 = 3m2
(
1− 2(2 +K)(3 +K)
)
,
(III.19)
which does indeed approach 〈[φφ]0|P+|[φφ]0〉 at K →∞.
For a generic state |Ψ〉, the supersymmetry algebra
promotes it to a supermultiplet
Q
s−
− Q
s+
+ |Ψ〉, s± = 0, 1. (III.20)
which generally gives a 4-fold degenerate mass eigen-
value, if all four states are linearly independent. When
a state is annihilated by a linear combination of Q+ and
Q−, i.e. the state is a BPS state, it will be 2-fold de-
generate. The truncation effects mentioned above break
the two-fold degeneracy associated with Q− so that it is
only approximate at finite ∆max. In contrast, the two-
fold degeneracy associated with Q+ is exact, since for
any eigenvector |Ψ〉 of P+ = Q2+, the state Q+|Ψ〉 will
always be another eigenvector with the same eigenvalue.
In some special circumstances – e.g. the two-particle sec-
tor in the free theory with even ∆max – both Q+ and Q−
are preserved exactly, and then most states have an ex-
act 4-fold degeneracy. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the
result for ∆max = 8 at 2- and 3-particle sectors in the
free theory. The mass eigenvalues form a discrete sample
of the n-particle continuum. Interestingly, in this case,
in the 2-particle threshold there is a BPS state with only
a 2-fold degeneracy, with mass eigenvalue exactly 4m2.
Finally, we end our discussion of the free theory with
comments about the effect of the truncation on the spec-
trum of multi-particle states. As we show in appendix A,
the spectrum of two-ψ states at large ∆max is approxi-
7mately
m2n = 4m2 sec2
(
2pin
2∆max + 7
)
, 0 ≤ n ≤ ∆max/2.
(III.21)
From this expression, we see that the truncation has both
UV and IR effects. The UV effect is that the spectrum
of two-ψ states only goes up to m2max ∼ m2∆2max, so
∆max behaves like a UV cutoff as expected. The IR effect
is that the free theory spectrum of two-ψ states near
its threshold 4m2 is discretized approximately as m2n −
4m2 ∼ m2 n2∆2max . Roughly speaking, we can think of this
IR truncation effect as putting the system in a box of
size ∆−2max. Once we go to strong coupling, we will see
additional IR truncation effects.
A perhaps surprising consequence of lightcone quan-
tization is that we must introduce a small chiral Z2-
breaking mass 2imψψχ in order to correctly obtain the
spectral functions of the theory. The reason is that we
integrate out the nondynamical field χ and it becomes
redundant with ψ, χ ∼ mψ∂− ψ. However, at mψ = 0, ψ
and χ decouple in the free theory, so the χ field is es-
sentially lost. This disappearance would seem to conflict
with the fact that one can easily think of Feynman dia-
grams at mψ = 0 where χ is produced – for instance, in
the fermion loop correction to the φ mass. The resolu-
tion is that the limits mψ → 0 and ∆max → ∞ do not
commute: as one takes mψ smaller, one must take ∆max
increasingly large in order for the remaining ψ modes to
reproduce the discarded χ. The role of ∆max in this case
is to provide a UV cutoff on P+, through e.g. (III.21),
and similar arguments would apply to any other UV reg-
ulator in lightcone quantization.
Perhaps the simplest example where this can be seen
is in the two-point function 〈(ψχ)(x)(ψχ)(y)〉:
ρψχ(µ) = Im

 ∝
√
1− 4m
2
ψ
µ2
. (III.22)
The spectral function ρψχ is nonvanishing even at mχ =
0. However, the overlap of the operator (ψχ)(x) with
any two-fermion state [ψψ]` is proportional to mψ, since
χ only creates ψ modes through the equations of motion
χ ∼ mψ∂− ψ. Naively, there is a contradiction here, be-
cause the spectral function at mψ = 0 is a nonvanishing
function that is a sum over terms that each individually
vanish. The resolution is that the order of limits mψ → 0
and ∆max →∞ do not commute. To understand this dis-
continuity, consider what happens at ∆max =∞. In this
case, the spectral function is
ρψχ(µ) ∝
∫ 1
0
dx
x2(1− x)2 |〈ψχ|[ψψ]x〉|
2δ(µ2 − m
2
ψ
x(1− x) ).
(III.23)
Here, x is a momentum fraction of an individual ψ in
the two-ψ state, and the factor x−2(1 − x)−2 in the
measure is from the norm of the ψψ states. The over-
lap of the operator (ψχ)(0) with the states [ψψ]x is
〈ψχ|[ψψ]x〉 = x−1 − (1 − x)−1, and inserting this in the
above expression for ρψχ we obtain the correct answer
(III.22). However, it is manifest that as mψ is taken to
be smaller, the contribution to the δ-function comes from
smaller x, where the energy m2ψ/(x(1 − x)) of the two-
particle state is much larger than the mass mψ. For finite
truncation, then, the problem is clear: if the mass mψ is
too small, then such states are above the truncation (as
for instance one can see from (III.21). Consequently, for
any finite truncation level, it is necessary to break the
chiral Z2 symmetry by at least a small amount with a
fermion mass term.
2. Perturbation Theory
Next we consider how the truncated theory behaves at
weak coupling g  1, where we can use perturbation the-
ory in the coupling g. The UV cutoff is determined by the
truncation as described in the previous subsection, and
the resulting UV regulator is quite different from more
standard regulators. For one, it treats p− and p+ on dif-
ferent footings. Moreover, lightcone energy for a massive
particle is ∼ m2/p−, which is inversely proportional to
p− and therefore a UV cutoff also acts as an IR cutoff on
p−.
This aspect of the lightcone regulator leads to some
perhaps surprising differences in the UV divergences com-
pared to more standard regulators. Because the theory is
super-renormalizable, divergences arise only at low loop
order. Consider the one-loop divergence of the fermion
and boson masses:
With a standard supersymmetry-preserving regulator,
the divergences from diagrams a and b cancel against each
other, whereas diagrams c and d are finite. However, in a
Hamiltonian formulation where one computes P+ matrix
elements directly (instead of using Q2+), one usually nor-
mal orders the quartic φ4 interaction, so diagram a is set
to zero. Consequently, the divergence in b does not get
canceled and the scalar mass receives a divergent correc-
tion. This correction to m2φ2 breaks the Q+ symmetry,
since Q+ relates quadratic, cubic, and quartic terms in
the Lagrangian (III.7) and the cubic and quartic terms
do not receive divergent corrections. In addition, the
SUSY enforced relation between the various terms also
8enforces that the Z2 is broken spontaneously. Thus the
correction to the scalar mass also breaks Z2 explicitly.
Naively, the scalar mass divergence also breaks the Q−
symmetry, which relates the scalar and fermion masses.
But, a perhaps surprising consequence of the lightcone
truncation is that the fermion mass correction from di-
agram c is also divergent. Normally, such a divergence
is forbidden by chiral symmetry, but note that in the
lightcone action (III.7) with χ integrated out, the mass
term ∼ m2ψ 1∂−ψ is actually invariant under the ψ → −ψ
symmetry! In second-order old-fashioned perturbation
theory for the single-fermion energy, in the continuum
(∆max =∞) limit, the fermion mass shift is
δm2 ∝
∫ 1
0
dx
x(1− x)2
|Vψ,[φψ]x |2
m2 −m2[φψ]x
, (III.24)
where x is the momentum fraction of φ in the φψ interme-
diate state. The numerator of this integrand is the matrix
element squared |Vψ,[φψ]x |2 = g2(2 − x)2 for ψ → φψ,
the denominator is the zero-th order mass-squared dif-
ference ∆P+ = Pψ+ − Pφψ+ = m2 − m
2
x(1−x) , and the fac-
tor x−1(1 − x)−2 is the measure from the norm of the
φψ states. The integral is logarithmically divergent at
x ∼ 1. The lightcone energy P+ of the two-particle state
is ∼ m2x(1−x) , so a UV cutoff Λ+ on P+ is also an IR cut-
off on small 1 − x, and the log divergence in x becomes
log Λ+. As before, at finite ∆max the truncation itself
sets a UV cutoff Λ+ ∼ ∆maxm. The upshot, which we
have verified numerically, is that both the fermion and
scalar mass receive a one-loop correction of the form
δm2 ∼ g2 log ∆max, (III.25)
and moreover the Q− symmetry enforces that the diver-
gence is the same for both.
Now let us discuss the status of these divergences when
we use Q2+ to construct the Hamiltonian. As discussed
previously, although Q2+ = P+ at infinite truncation,
there is a difference between truncating Q2+ vs truncat-
ing Q+ and then squaring it. Crucially, in the latter case,
diagrams such as a are not discarded by normal-ordering
φ4. Rather, φ4 is obtained by “exchanging a fermion” be-
tween two factors of φ2 when we compute Q2+. Since φ4
is not normal-ordered in this case, diagram a again pro-
duces a divergence that can cancel against the divergence
in diagram b, and in fact we expect that it must cancel
since the construction P+ ≡ Q2+ manifestly preserves the
Q+ symmetry that relates the (finite) cubic and quar-
tic diagrams to the quadratic diagram. This expectation
will be demonstrated in the numerics in later sections
through the fact that we see only very weak dependence
on ∆max of the mass shift at weak coupling.
The fact that the mass does not receive a countert-
erm in the P+ ≡ Q2+ construction is remarkably useful.
For one, it means that physical predictions at different
∆max can be directly compared as a function of coupling
g without having to compensate for the counterterm. It
also means that the mass is not renormalized and there-
fore there is a hope of extracting anomalous dimensions
from the gap as a function of coupling. Moreover, we do
not have a full understanding of possible nonlocal coun-
terterms that may be induced in the subleading finite
part of the divergent diagrams. Finally, if we were to
construct matrix elements for P+ directly, then as dis-
cussed above, at large ∆max and large coupling we would
have to include a counterterm and fine tune it to restore
both SUSY and the Z2 symmetry, which is cumbersome.
Without the counterterm, there would be no guarantee
that we would reach the critical point simply by scanning
over g. Indeed, as we show in Fig. 3, in the construction
based on computing P+ directly without any additional
tuning, we appear to hit a first-order phase transition
before reaching the critical point. For these reasons, our
numeric analysis at strong coupling will use the Q2+ con-
struction unless stated otherwise.
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FIG. 3. Life is hard when using P+ without additional tun-
ing. The eigenvalues of P+ at ∆max = 18 are shown above,
with the two lowest states highlighted in red. They are (al-
most) exactly paired by the supercharge Q−. Near g ≈ 0.6,
states come from the top of the spectrum and rapidly go to
negative mass squared eigenvalues. This sharp drop in the
smallest eigenvalue is characteristic of a first order phase tran-
sition, which we reach before the critical point.
D. Heff
One final important feature of perturbation theory is
that it provides a regime where we can explicitly compute
the effect of zero modes discarded by lightcone quantiza-
tion. One can think of lightcone quantization as ‘inte-
grating out’ p− = 0 zero modes, potentially leaving be-
hind additional terms in a new effective lightcone Hamil-
tonian Heff . To all orders in perturbation theory, a scalar
with a λφ4 interaction generates a shift in the mass pro-
portional to λ〈φ2〉 [39–41], and [42] argued that the non-
perturbative shift in the mass could be obtained from the
perturbative shift by comparing the Borel-resummation
of the perturbation series for the mass in equal-time and
9lightcone. The basic point for φ4 theory is that lightcone
quantization does not just discard the ‘normal-ordering’
piece (i.e. diagram a above) of the mass shift from φ4, it
also discards all diagrams where additional interactions
are added on the loop in diagram a. Perturbatively, the
full set of such diagrams is proportional to 〈φ2〉. However,
in the supersymmetric theory, in the SUSY-preserving
phase g < g∗, there are no corrections to 〈φ2〉 as a simple
consequence of SUSY preservation, since from (I.2) we
have 〈W ′(φ)〉 = h + g2 〈φ2〉 = 0 [43].5 This fact will be
important when we extract the critical exponent ν from
the mass gap as a function of g, because a nonvanishing
Heff could spoil the relation (II.2) (and in fact does spoil
it for nonsupersymmetric φ4 theory [4, 42]).
IV. Z2-BREAKING PHASE AND TIM
Next we move on from the perturbative regime to
study the SGNY theory numerically at strong coupling
in our truncation framework. For each value of the di-
mensionless coupling g ≡ g/m, we take our Hamilto-
nian (III.9) truncated at ∆max and numerically find its
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The mass spectrum of the
SGNY theory as a function of g are just these eigenval-
ues, and spectral functions can be computed from the
eigenvectors using (III.4).
Because the vacuum energy is automatically set to zero
in LCT, the lowest mass eigenvalue of our Hamiltonian is
the mass gap of the theory. At weak coupling, the gap is
approximately just the bare mass, and decreases with in-
creasing coupling g until it closes at the critical coupling
g∗, where the IR of the theory is the TIM critical point.
Slightly away from the critical point in either direction,
the IR theory is TIM with a relevant SUSY-preserving
deformation ′:
LUV ⇒ LTIM − λ′ . (IV.1)
where the arrow represents the RG flow from the UV to
the IR. In this section, we will focus on the range g < g∗,
where the theory breaks the Z2 symmetry spontaneously
and by dimensional analysis λ is proportional to m4/5gap.
We will discuss the range g > g∗, where the theory breaks
SUSY spontaneously and the gap remains zero, in Section
V.
A. Mass Spectrum of Interacting Theory
We begin with the simplest observable, the mass spec-
trum as a function of the coupling, shown in Fig. 4. All
states come in exact pairs due to the Q+ symmetry. The
5 Note that this argument fundamentally relies on a perturbative
expansion around g = 0, and so cannot be trusted at g > g∗ on
the other side the phase transition.
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FIG. 4. Mass eigenvalues of the truncated Hamiltonian Q2+
as a function of the coupling g. We truncate the basis at
∆max = 26, which includes 40824 states. Each mass eigen-
value is exactly 2-fold degenerate due to supersymmetry. We
highlight the lowest two mass eigenvalues at each g with red
and blue solid curves. The rest of the eigenvalues are gray
solid curves. The higher states become very dense and their
curves fill the upper right region.
lowest eigenstate is the mass gap (shown in red). At
zero coupling, the gap is just the mass term m, and
it decreases as the coupling g gets stronger. For weak
coupling, the next state (blue) is the threshold of two-
particle states, above which we see a near-continuum of
two-particle states that is discretized due to the trun-
cation. These states come in approximately degenerate
sets of 4 (pairs of pairs), due to the approximate Q−
symmetry.
Near g ≈ 1 the gap turns down more rapidly as the
one-particle state and two-particle continuum eigenval-
ues collide.6 For now, note that as we continue increasing
the coupling eventually the gap closes at g∗ ≈ 1.5. Near
g∗ we have a prediction, (II.2), that the mass gap closes
as the critical exponent ν of TIM. We will study this pre-
diction numerically in Section IV B. Note that although
we expect the spectrum to be continuous at the critical
point, in our figure the first and second eigenvalues do
not reach zero at the same coupling. This is due to trun-
cation effects, and we expect that as the results converge
to their infinite ∆max limit, the higher eigenvalues will
close at the same coupling as the lowest one.
Finally, for g > g∗ the gap fluctuates near zero, until
g ≈ 2 where the spacing become invisible. This result
is in agreement with the expectation of a massless Gold-
stino when SUSY is spontaneously broken.
6 This feature is somewhat surprising. A possible explanation
is that at weak coupling, the lowest states are particles, whereas
near the TIM critical point, the lowest states are massive “kinks”
which do not form bound states. In the intermediate regime,
there must be a transition between bounded particle states to
a continuum of unbounded kinks. It is possible that the bound
states remain stable until they cross over the kink states.
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Fig. 5 shows how the mass gap converges as we in-
crease the truncation level ∆max. The gap has converged
well in the small coupling regime, where the gap is set
by the single particle state which is well-separated from
the more energetic continuum. By contrast, for larger
couplings beyond where the continuum states cross the
one-particle state, the gap is still visibly changing as we
increase ∆max even at the highest truncation ∆max = 28.
This means it may be tricky to extract physical data from
an individual gap value at fixed g. However, the general
shape of the function seems to have stabilized and behave
much better than individual mass eigenvalues.
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FIG. 5. The mass gap mgap as a function of the coupling g,
at different ∆max. At each ∆max the mass gap is a smooth
function of g, with one kink at g ≈ 1 where the continuum
collides with the single particle state. The mass gap before the
collision is almost the same for all ∆max. As ∆max increases
(from red to blue), the coupling g0 at the collision moves to
the left. The critical coupling g∗ where the gap closes also
shifts to the left. The shape of the curve between g0 and g∗
deforms for small ∆max and stabilizes for large ∆max.
B. Critical Exponent
Next, we zoom in to the vicinity of the critical point, on
the gapped side. In the IR, the theory flows to TIM with
a relevant deformation ′. Dimensional analysis demands
that the gap should vanish as a power law of the small
parameter (g∗ − g)
mgap ∝ (g∗ − g)ν , ν = 54 , (II.2)
where ν is the critical exponent. In this section we study
the critical exponent quantitatively from our truncation
data. Recall in Fig. 4 the mass gap turns down sharply
after the continuum collides with the single particle state.
We will choose to fit to this region. For each ∆max, we
take the gap function between the collision g0 and g∗,
and fit this function to a power law.
Fig. 6 shows an example fit to the mass gap data. We
do the fit at each ∆max and extract the critical exponent.
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FIG. 6. The power law fit to m2gap as a function of g near
the critical coupling g∗ on the massive side. The blue dots are
the (gi,m2gap,i) data points obtained from diagonalizing the
Hamiltonian Q2+ at coupling gi. The magnitude of the error
bar on the points are defined as the change of mgap magnitude
between ∆max = 26 and ∆max = 28 fixing gi. The red curve
is the best fit. The inset plot shows the same data and fit,
normalizing the best fit m2fit to 1.
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FIG. 7. The numerical fit to the critical exponent ν of
the SUSY Yukawa theory near the critical coupling. The
theoretical expectation (black dashed line) from TIM is ν = 54 .
The best fit values (red dots) oscillate around the theoretical
prediction and approch it as ∆max increases. The blue squares
are the critical exponents extracted from the same data using
the same procedure but fitting to mgap instead of m2gap.
The results are summarized in Fig. 7. We sketch the pro-
cedure as follows. First, for each ∆max we scan the cou-
pling g with a small step size and diagonalize the Hamil-
tonian Q2+ at each gi, obtaining the mass gap mgap,i.
From the data {(gi,mgap,i)} we locate the beginning g0
and the end g∗ of the fit range, and restrict the data to
g0 ≤ gi ≤ g∗. We then fit the data to
mfit(gi)2 = a(g∗ − g)2ν (IV.2)
with g∗ fixed and varying a and ν. We take the ν from
the best fit that minimizes the total least-square-error∑
i
(
mfit(gi)2 −m2gap,i
)2
. (IV.3)
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Specifically, we choose to fit m2gap as a function of g.
However, there is some ambiguity in this choice, and one
could instead choose to fit, say, mgap as a function of g
in order to extract ν. As a measure of the uncertainty
arising from this ambiguity, in Fig. 7 we show the criti-
cal exponent extracted from both fitting m2gap and mgap.
Note that as ∆max increases, the extracted value of ν
from these two fits becomes closer, indicating that the
uncertainty of the fit is also shrinking as ∆max increases.
Our best numerical result, at ∆max = 28, is
ν = 1.24± 0.05 . (IV.4)
The central value is obtained from the best fit of m2gap(g)
at ∆max = 28. The uncertainty is estimated as the dif-
ference between the best fit value at ∆max = 28 and
∆max = 22. We use this difference as our uncertainty be-
cause Fig. 7 shows that the measured ν oscillates with a
shrinking amplitude and ∆max = 22 is the nearest peak.
The difference between different ways of fitting the mass
gap is also of the same magnitude. The result is clearly
consistent with the TIM theoretical expectation ν = 1.25.
It is worth mentioning that ν = 1 is ruled out by our
error estimates. The reason this is interesting is that one
could easily imagine obtaining ν = 1 for completely un-
physical reasons, due to the fact that we are studying a
truncated system. That is, since mgap is an eigenvalue
of the finite dimensional matrix Q+, in general it should
be an analytic function in the parameter g. In fact, if
we get too close to the critical point, the gap as a func-
tion of coupling can always be series expanded around
g∗ where the leading power of g∗ − g must be an integer
at finite truncation. As ∆max increases, however, this
linear region shrinks and we can more accurately obtain
the critical exponent.
C. Zamolodchikov C-Function
As mentioned in section III, we can use the eigenstates
|µi〉 of the truncated Hamiltonian to compute dynamical
observables, such as the spectral functions of local opera-
tors ρO(µ). However, because spectral functions formally
correspond to a sum of delta functions, in practice it is
simpler to study integrated spectral function, which cor-
respond to the cumulative overlaps of the eigenstates |µi〉
with individual local operators,
IO(µ) ≡
∫ µ2
0
dµ′2ρO(µ′) =
∑
µi≤µ
∣∣〈O(0)|µi〉∣∣2. (IV.5)
One particularly useful operator to study in 2D is the
stress-energy tensor component T−−, whose integrated
spectral function corresponds to the Zamolodchikov C-
function [33, 34],
C(µ) ≡ 12pi
P 4−
IT−−(µ). (IV.6)
Famously, this monotonically increasing function of µ in-
terpolates between the central charges of the IR and UV
fixed points.
For the SGNY theory, we can construct the C-function
by computing the overlaps of the mass eigenstates with
the UV operator
T−− = (∂−φ)2 + iψ∂−ψ. (IV.7)
In the SUSY-preserving phase, we generically expect
C(µ) to start at cIR = 0 (since the theory has a mass
gap), then increase to eventually reach the UV value
cUV = 32 as µ → ∞. Near the critical point, though,
we expect the IR behavior of C(µ) to match that of the
′-deformed TIM. This provides us with a concrete pre-
diction for the low-energy behavior of the C-function as
g → g∗,
C(µ) ∝ m
8
5gap
µ4
ρ′(µ) (g → g∗, µ g). (IV.8)
Fortunately, the deformation of TIM by ′ is integrable,
so the theoretical prediction for C(µ) can be computed
analytically (see appendix B for more details).
However, if mgap is not sufficiently separated from the
UV scale g, there are additional corrections due to higher-
dimensional TIM operators, specifically those which pre-
serve SUSY. The leading correction comes from the de-
scendant ∂2′, with the contribution suppressed by some
scale Λ,
SIR ≈ STIM +
∫
dx
(
m
4
5gap
′ − 1
Λ 65
∂2′ + · · ·
)
. (IV.9)
Including this leading correction, we therefore obtain the
full TIM prediction
CIR(µ) ∝ m
8
5gap
µ4
(
1− 2µ
2
m
4
5gapΛ
6
5
+ µ
4
m
8
5gapΛ
12
5
)
ρ′(µ).
(IV.10)
Figure 8 shows the truncation results for C(µ) at
∆max = 28 (blue dots) at four different values of g near
g∗, compared with the TIM prediction from eq. (IV.10)
(dashed black line). The TIM prediction has two free pa-
rameters: mgap and Λ. For each plot, the value of mgap
was obtained by fitting to the data.7 However, because
the scale Λ should be proportional to the coupling g, its
value should not change by much in these four plots. As
a simple sanity check, we therefore have fit the value of Λ
using only the data at g = 1.35, obtaining Λm ≈ 10. As we
can see, this value of Λ still provides excellent agreement
with the truncation data in the remaining three plots.
7 Specifically, the value was extracted by fitting to the integral of
the C-function, which in practice is a much smoother function
(see appendix C).
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FIG. 8. Zamolodchikov C-function at different values of g near the critical point for ∆max = 28 (blue dots) and ∆max = 22
(red squares). The truncation data for SGNY is compared to the IR theoretical prediction for TIM from eq. (IV.10) (black
dashed line), which includes the effects of the relevant deformation ′ as well as the leading higher-dimensional operator ∂2′.
The value for mgap for the TIM prediction was obtained by fitting to the ∆max = 28 data for the integrated C-function (see
appendix C) at each value of g, while the value Λ ≈ 10m was obtained by specifically fitting to the data at g = 1.35.
For reference, we have also provided results at ∆max =
22 (red squares), in order to convey the level of conver-
gence of the truncation data. At low values of µ, the
data largely agrees with the TIM prediction, then begins
to deviate as we proceed to higher µ. This deviation to-
wards the UV is physical, and arises because the SGNY
model is not identical to the TIM, and only flows to it
in the IR. Additionally, we see that the correction due
to ∂2′ is significant, lowering the IR plateau away from
the naive value of cTIM = 710 . Again, this correction is
physical, and its size is set by the ratio of mgap with re-
spect to g. If we had infinite IR resolution, such that we
could accurately study the theory at energies orders of
magnitude below g, then this correction would diminish,
raising the plateau to the naive TIM value.
At finite truncation, we also see that the C-function
has a step-like structure, where particular mass eigen-
states provide the main contributions to C(µ), leading
to discrete jumps in the function. We can smooth out
these steps by integrating a second time, which we show
in appendix C. Doing such additional integrations not
only smooths out the spectral functions, but moreover it
decreases the relative error of the truncation result com-
pared to the analytic result.
D. Trace of Stress Tensor
Another operator we can consider is the trace of the
stress-energy tensor
Tµµ = 2T+−. (IV.11)
Technically, the spectral function for T+− is not an in-
dependent observable, since it is related to the spectral
function of T−− via the Ward identity
P+T−− + P−T+− = 0. (IV.12)
However, the trace of the stress tensor is still useful, as it
must vanish if the theory flows to a CFT in the IR. For
the case of the SGNY model, we know that the phase
transition is described by TIM, so we therefore expect
the IR behavior
T+− → 0 as g → g∗. (IV.13)
More concretely, near the critical point we expect that
T+− should match the spectral function of the TIM op-
erator ′, with the leading correction coming from the
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FIG. 9. Integrated spectral function for the trace of the stress tensor at different values of g near the critical point for
∆max = 28 (blue dots) and ∆max = 22 (red squares). The truncation data was obtained from the spectral function for T−− by
using the Ward identity (IV.12), and is compared to the IR prediction for TIM (black dashed line). The values for mgap and
Λ in the TIM prediction are the same as those in figure 8.
descendant ∂2′ (just like in the previous section),
T+− ∝ m
4
5gap
′ − 1
Λ 65
∂2′ + · · · (IV.14)
Figure 9 shows the integrated spectral function for T+−
at ∆max = 28 (blue dots), compared with the theoretical
prediction from TIM (black dashed line). The values for
mgap and Λ in the TIM prediction are the same as those
used in figure 8. As we can see, the spectral function
clearly vanishes in the IR as mgap → 0, confirming that
the critical point is described by a CFT. The deviation
from zero also matches the TIM prediction at low ener-
gies, eventually deviating as we go to the UV. As with
the C-function, we show in appendix C that the rela-
tive error compared to the continuum prediction can be
reduced by integrating the spectral function once more.
E. Universal IR Scale Due to Truncation
We have seen that the critical exponent prediction fits
well to a range of mass gap values computed numerically
from LCT, and that the fit breaks down when we get too
close to the critical point. In other words, there is an IR
scale beyond which the Hamiltonian truncated at finite
∆max does not have enough resolution. We expect such
a scale since in Hamiltonian truncation we are trying to
approximate a Hamiltonian eigenstate in the IR using
a finite basis. The convergence usually becomes worse
when approaching a fixed point, where the deep IR is
very far from the UV. In this subsection we would like to
probe the IR scale of LCT using a simple scaling ansatz.
We consider the ratio of the observed mass gap
m˜gap(∆max) and the exact mass gap mgap ∝ (g∗ − g)ν .
At finite truncation, we would like to propose that there
is an IR scale ΛIR ∼ ∆−αmax, such that below the scale
mgap  ΛIR the observed mass gap, m˜gap, is domi-
nated by a universal function of the dimensionless quan-
tity mgap/ΛIR. Using our assumption for ΛIR in terms
of ∆max, and the behavior of the gap mgap in terms of
the coupling near the critical point, we can write this
dimensionless quantity in terms of ∆max and g as
mgap
ΛIR
∝ ∆αmax(g∗ − g)ν . (IV.15)
Above the IR scale, the observed mass gap m˜gap should
approach the exact mass gap, so the ratio is constant
m˜gap
(g∗ − g)ν
= const , mgap  ΛIR . (IV.16)
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However, below the IR scale, the observed gap m˜gap will
be increasingly sensitive to IR effects. If these corrections
depend on ∆max only through a universal function of
mgap/ΛIR, then we can generalize (IV.16) to
m˜gap
(g∗ − g)ν
= f (∆αmax(g∗ − g)ν) . (IV.17)
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FIG. 10. Testing the scaling collapse ansatz of the IR trun-
cation effects. The hypothesis is that the mass gap data at
different truncation level ∆max are related by (IV.16) and
(IV.17) above and below the proposed IR scale (IV.15), re-
spectively. Taking the theoretical value of the critical expo-
nent ν = 1.25 we find from observation that the best pa-
rameter that relates different ∆max is near α ≈ 2. First,
above the IR scale (large x-axis), the ratio (y-axis) between
the mass gap and the power law becomes constant (IV.16)
for all ∆max, indicating that the mass gap is well-fitted by
a power law with the correct critical exponent. Second, be-
low the IR scale (small x-axis) the curves for all ∆max merge
to the same behavior, indicating the truncation effect attracts
the mass gap to a universal behavior modeled by (IV.17) with
the parameter α ≈ 2.
We check the agreement between the above two equa-
tions and our data in Fig. 10. The plot shows the key fea-
tures that we propose. There is a clear, uniform IR scale
on the x-axis. To the right, the mass gap is above the
IR scale, and the ratio is constant. To the left, the mass
gap is below the IR scale, the mass gap deviates from the
critical exponent and behaves uniformly across different
∆max. Assuming the thoretical prediction ν = 1.25, the
parameter α = 2 has the best agreement with the uni-
versal IR behavior. In Appendix E we discuss different
choices of parameters and theoretical input ν. If α is
much above 2, then the IR scale does not look universal
for different ∆max, though for values between 1 and 2 the
scaling collapse is not much worse than at α = 2. This
IR ansatz also has a preference for the theoretical critical
exponent ν = 1.25. Far away from ν = 1.25 there is no
α that can realize both (IV.16) and (IV.17).
The numerical result suggests that the IR scale is
ΛIR ∼ ∆−αmax for α near 2. Above the IR scale there
may be other truncation effects that have not converged
at ∆max = 28. Fig. 10 tells us that the IR scale as well
as the critical exponent above the IR scale are clean and
are ideal observables at finite truncation.
V. SPONTANEOUSLY BROKEN SUSY
In Fig. 4 we see the emergence of a massless phase as
we dial g > g∗. There is a fuzzy region at the vicinity of
the TIM critical point g∗, where the mass gap is still fluc-
tuating. For greater g, the gap obviously vanishes, and
so has the level spacing. The IR spectrum at large cou-
pling nearly forms a continuum. From the discussion in
Section II we expect the phase to be the SUSY-breaking
Z2-preserving phase. The theory has massless goldstino,
so the IR is in the same universality class as the 2D Ising
theory.
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FIG. 11. The C-function of the SUSY broken phase at
g = 15. The coupling is chosen to be far beyond the critical
point, g  g∗, where g∗ ≈ 1.5, so that the TIM critical be-
havior is not present. At this coupling, the spacing between
individual mass eigenvalues is smaller than the resolution of
this plot, so the plot shows continuous curves. The blue solid
curve is the numerical C-function at the largest truncation
level ∆max = 28. The red dashed curve is computed at a lower
truncation level ∆max = 22. The difference between the two
curves qualitatively reflects the convergence of the C-function
at different mass scales µ. At very large and very small µ, the
result is still sensitive to truncation. At intermediate µ, the
function stabilizes between 0.4 < C(µ) < 0.6, in agreement
with the Ising model central charge cIsing = 0.5. The lead-
ing deviation from the Ising prediction is due to the higher-
dimensional deformation TT , which can lift the asymptotic
value of the C-function above cIsing as ∆max →∞.
We would like to study the spectral function and com-
pare it to the Ising model in the IR. We first compute
the C-function from the spectral function of T−−. The
C-function is a constant at the IR fixed point equal to the
central charge of Ising cIsing = 12 . At higher mass scales
the C-function gets contributions from the UV deforma-
tion. In the Z2-preserving phase, the theory respects
two Z2 symmetries. One is the spin Z2 symmetry, under
which σ is odd and  is even. Focusing on the even sector,
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FIG. 12. Integrated spectral functions for φ and φ2 at g = 15
and ∆max = 26. Note that both follow the power-law behavior
µ2 as expected from the fact that neither φ nor φ2 creates the
σ operator in the SGNY model, and therefore both operators
flow to the  operator from the Ising model at low energies.
The spectral function Iφ(µ) has been rescaled to more easily
compare its shape with that of Iφ2(µ). This plot indicates
that for µ . 3m at this value of g, the theory has approached
the Ising model.
we have a second Z2 symmetry, the Kramers-Wannier
duality, under which  is odd. It is the second Z2 that
protects the fermion mass on the g > g∗ side. The lead-
ing UV deformation that preserves both Z2 symmetries
is the TT operator. The TT deformation has a positive
contribution to the T−− spectral function. The numeri-
cal result of the C-function is shown in Fig. 11. At finite
∆max the truncation effect shuts down the spectral func-
tion in the deep IR. We see that as ∆max increases the
IR region of the C-function flattens out and approaches
cIsing = 12 .
We study more operators in Fig. 12. As is discussed
in Section II, the spin Z2-odd operators cannot be con-
structed as local operators made from products of φs and
ψs in the UV. So, the σ operator should never appear in
the spectral function of such operators. In the IR fixed
point, the spectral function of operators φ and φ2 should
both be dominated by the most relevant operator . From
dimensional analysis 〈〉 ∼ µ2h , where h = 12 , so the
integrated spectral function should have the scaling be-
havior I(µ) ∼ µ2. Fig. 12 shows that φ and φ2 both
match to this behavior at the lowest states.
In studying the spectral function in the SUSY-breaking
phase we take g = 15, which is significantly larger than
the critical coupling g∗. Unlike the TIM, where we have
to tune g to the critical point, in the SUSY-breaking
phase all RG flows with g > g∗ have the same IR fixed
point. The finite ∆max truncation introduces both a UV
and an IR cutoff, so we have to deal with the fact that the
numerical spectrum only has access to a finite range of
the RG flow. Near the TIM critical point, it is likely that
this range will be dominated by the TIM. Therefore, we
move away from the TIM fixed point by taking g  g∗ in
order to have better resolution at the Ising fixed point.
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FIG. 13. Zamolodchikov C-function at different couplings.
The C-function is computed at ∆max = 28, where the
plot has stabilized to show the qualitative trend. If we
would like to extrapolate the C-function to ∆max →∞, it
will require a reliable model capturing corrections to both
the strength and the position of each spectral line, which
is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we choose to
simply show two different ∆max results to indicate how
much we expect the function to change as we increase
∆max.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
Our analysis of the SGNY model represents the first
application of LCT to a theory where the UV CFT is
supersymmetric, and in fact is the first application with
both fermions and scalars in the UV Lagrangian. Our
numeric results pass many nontrivial checks by compar-
ing to analytic results in different regimes of the theory.
One of the most interesting observables we compute is
the C-function, shown as a function of coupling g and
scale µ in Fig. 13. We have seen in Sections IV and V
various slices of this plot at particular values of g and
confirmed its level of convergence. The color scheme of
this plot was chosen to match that of Fig. 1, allowing
us to clearly see how our numerical results confirm the
conceptual picture presented in Section II.
It is remarkable to us that the formulation used here,
where we construct the Hamiltonian by squaring one of
the supercharges computed in a truncated basis, works
on both sides of the phase transition; in lightcone quan-
tization, correctly dealing with changes in the vacuum
from one minimum of the potential to another can be
quite subtle. It would be useful to understand whether
this is a general feature of SUSY theories, especially in
16
higher dimensions, such that we can use supercharges to
study a wide range of phase transitions. One further ad-
vantage of using Q+ to construct the Hamiltonian is that
it allows us to avoid integrating out χ, thereby keeping
all of the interactions local.
Relatedly, we would like to study the far side of the
phase transition, where SUSY is spontaneously broken,
in more detail. Near the critical point, the IR behav-
ior should match the integrable flow from TIM to the
Ising model, for which many correlation functions have
been computed analytically [44–46]. Even far away from
the critical point, however, the IR behavior should be
accurately modeled by a TT deformation of the Ising
model, and it would be interesting to precisely match
this effective description to spectral functions. In addi-
tion, one could explicitly break SUSY with a φ2 deforma-
tion, which in the IR should be equivalent to deforming
the Ising model by .
The numerical results in this paper relied crucially on
several technical innovations for constructing the con-
formal truncation basis and computing the Hamiltonian
matrix elements, which will be described in detail in [6].
The methods used in a previous paper [4], running for
approximately one day, would allow only about 7000 ba-
sis states; the highest truncation level in this work is
∆max = 28, which includes 69568 basis states. The ma-
trix elements ofQ+ are computed in series and the matrix
diagonalization is parallelized. The matrix Q+ has ap-
proximately 2 × 108 nonzero elements. Generating the
basis and the matrix elements, which is required only
once, takes one day on a desktop. For each coupling
value g, exactly diagonalizing the ∆max = 28 Q+ matrix
to obtain the full set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors takes
two hours on a 28-core cluster. There are a number of
additional techniques that could be implemented in the
future to improve the quality of the results from this kind
of analysis. Some improvements could come simply from
increased computational power, for instance by further
parallelizations of the code. Moreover, all the numeric
computations in this paper were done in Mathematica
and could potentially be sped up by moving to a more
efficient programming language.
Beyond the above, there are more conceptual improve-
ments that could be made to the convergence of LCT. For
instance, one could potentially adapt the renormalization
techniques of [47–58] to modify the truncated Hamilto-
nian to include the effects of operators above ∆max. In
this work, we observed the emergence of a universal IR
scale due to truncation. It would be interesting to bet-
ter understand the effects of this IR scale, in order to
extrapolate results in ∆max.
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Appendix A: Free and Perturbative Theory Details
Here we provide some details of the LCT calculations done for small (n ≤ 2) particle number in the free theory and
in perturbation theory. First, we quote the result for the wavefunctions for two-particle [φφ], [ψψ], and [φψ] primary
operators. Particle states satisfy
|p1, . . . , pn〉 =
√
2p1 . . . 2pna†p1 . . . a
†
pn |0〉. (A.1)
with 〈p|p′〉 = (2p)(2pi)δ(p− p′). The momentum space wavefunctions f(p1, . . . , pn) for an operator O are defined by
〈p1, . . . , pn|O(0)〉 ≡ p1 . . . pnfO(p1, . . . , pn). (A.2)
For two-particle states, they are simply Jacobi polynomials P (α,β)k (x):
[φφ]k : f
(φφ)
k (p1) = P̂
(1,1)
k (1− 2p1) , k = 0, 2, 4, . . .
[ψψ]k : f
(ψψ)
k (p1) = P̂
(2,2)
k (1− 2p1) , k = 1, 3, 5, . . .
[φψ]k : f
(φψ)
k (p1) = P̂
(1,2)
k (1− 2p1) , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (A.3)
where we have eliminated p2 by using p1 + p2 = p = 1 in our momentum frame, and
P̂
(α,β)
k (x) ≡ µ(α,β)k P (α,β)k (x) , (A.4)
µ
(α,β)
k ≡
1√N
√
Γ (k + 1) Γ (k + α+ β + 1) Γ (2k + α+ β + 2)
Γ (k + α+ 1) Γ (k + β + 1) Γ (2k + α+ β + 1) . (A.5)
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Here, N is a constant prefactor that can be absorbed into the normalization of the fields. Setting it to N = 1, the
states are normalized:
〈[φφ]k|[φφ]k′〉
2p(2pi)δ(p− p′) =
∫ 1
0
dxx(1− x)f (φφ)k (x)f (φφ)k′ (x) = δkk′ ,
〈[ψψ]k|[ψψ]k′〉
2p(2pi)δ(p− p′) =
∫ 1
0
dxx2(1− x)2f (ψψ)k (x)f (ψψ)k′ (x) = δkk′ ,
〈[φψ]k|[φψ]k′〉
2p(2pi)δ(p− p′) =
∫ 1
0
dxx(1− x)2f (φψ)k (x)f (φψ)k′ (x) = δkk′ ,
(A.6)
Matrix elements, exact spectrum and ∆−2max IR scale, spectral functions.
The mass term matrix elements of 2P−P+ in the two-particle sector are
(2P+)(φφ)kk′ =
∫ 1
0
dxf
(φφ)
k (x)f
(φφ)
k′ (x) = 2m
2
√
(km + 1)(km + 2)
(kM + 1)(kM + 2)
(2k + 3)(2k′ + 3),
(2P+)(φψ)kk′ =
∫ 1
0
dx(1− x)f (φψ)k (x)f (φψ)k′ (x) = m2
(
2 + (−1)k+k′
(
km + 2
kM + 2
))(√
(km + 1)(km + 3)
(kM + 1)(kM + 3)
(k + 2)(k + 2)
)
,
(2P+)(ψψ)kk′ =
∫ 1
0
dxx(1− x)f (ψψ)k (x)f (ψψ)k′ (x) = m2
√
(km + 1)4
(kM + 1)4
(5 + 2k)(5 + 2k′), (A.7)
where km = min(k, k′) and kM = max(k, k′).
The characteristic polynomial of the two-fermion mass matrix M truncated at k ≤ ∆max is
det(M −m2x) = (−x) ∆max+12 2F1
(
−∆max + 12 , 3 +
∆max
2 , 2,
4
x
)
=
2(−x) ∆max+12 P (1, 12 )∆max+1
2
(1− 8x )
∆max + 3
and the mass-squared spectrum m2n = m2xn is given by the zeros xn of this polynomial. We can obtain the spectrum
at large ∆max through a useful asymptotic relation for the Jacobi polynomials:
P (α,β)n (cos θ) =
cos
{[
n+ 12 (α+ β + 1)
]
θ − ( 12α+ 14)pi}√
pin
(
sin θ2
)α+ 12 (cos θ2)β+ 12 +O(n−
3
2 ) (A.8)
It is easy to solve for the values of θ for which the leading term at large n vanishes. Applied to the case at hand, at
large ∆max we see that the eigenvalues are approximately
m2n = m2xn = 4m2 sec2
(
2pin
2∆max + 7
)
. (A.9)
For reference, we also provide the following expressions for the overlaps for some states and operators discussed
in the main body of the paper. First, the overlap between the operator ψχ and the two-particle states [ψψ]k in the
truncation basis is
〈ψχ|[ψψ]k〉 =
∫ 1
0
dxx(1− x)
(
1
x
− 11− x
)
fk(x) = 2
√
(k + 1)(k + 4)(2k + 5)
(k + 2)(k + 3) . (A.10)
This overlap enters in the calculation of the spectral function ρψχ for ψχ in the free theory. Second, the matrix
element of the interaction φψ 1∂ψ between a single-fermion state and a two-partile [φψ]k state in the truncation basis
is
〈ψ|φψ 1
∂
ψ|[φψ]k〉 =
∫ 1
0
dx(1− x)
(
1 + 11− x
)
fk(x) = (−1)k
√
2
(k + 1)(k + 2)(k + 3)
(
k + 2 + (−1)k)2 . (A.11)
This matrix element enters into the calculation of the divergence in the shift in the ψ mass at second order in
perturbation theory.
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Appendix B: TIM Form Factors
The phase transition between the Z2-breaking and SUSY-breaking phases of the SGNY model is in the same
universality class as the tricritical Ising model. In the vicinity of this critical point, we thus expect the IR regime to
correspond to a deformation of TIM by its only relevant, SUSY-invariant scalar: the vacancy operator ′,
SIR ≈ STIM + λ
∫
d2x ′(x). (B.1)
This particular deformation of TIM is integrable, and falls into a general class of integrable deformations of minimal
models by Φ1,3 Virasoro primaries [35, 59]. For λ > 0, the RG flow preserves the spin-reversal Z2, but SUSY is
spontaneously broken, resulting in a massless theory described by the 2D Ising model in the IR [60]. For λ < 0,
however, SUSY is preserved, but now Z2 is spontaneously broken, with three degenerate ground states. The spectrum
of this theory contains massive “kinks” connecting the different ground states, whose S-matrix is described by the
restricted solid-on-solid (RSOS) scattering theory [61]. These kinks do not form bound states, so in the sector with
periodic boundary conditions, the lowest states in the spectrum correspond to the continuum of unbound kink-antikink
states.8
The spectral functions of local operators in the deformed theory can be expressed in terms of form factors corre-
sponding to the overlap of these operators with multi-kink states,
F
(n)
O (θ1, . . . , θn) ≡ 〈Ω|O(0)|θ1, . . . , θn〉, (B.2)
where θi is the rapidity of a single (anti)kink. For a given operator O, the spectral function can thus be computed by
summing over all possible intermediate multi-kink states,
ρO(µ) =
∑
n
1
n!
∫
dθ1 · · · dθn
(2pi)n (2pi)
2δ2(P − p1 − · · · − pn)|F (n)O (θ1, . . . , θn)|2. (B.3)
This sum over multi-kink states converges very rapidly, so in practice we can accurately approximate the spectral
function by only including the first contribution in this sum (this was demonstrated explicitly for the case of TIM
in [37]). For local operators such as the stress-energy tensor, the first contribution to these spectral functions comes
from kink-antikink states (n = 2). The associated form factor is only a function of the difference in rapidities, which
we can write in terms of the kink mass mkink ≡ mgap2 and total invariant mass µ as
|θ1 − θ2| = 2 log
(
µ+
√
µ2 − 4m2kink
2mkink
)
. (B.4)
The resulting approximate spectral function (where we neglect contributions from higher-kink states) thus takes the
form
ρO(µ) ≈
∣∣∣∣F (2)O (2 log µ+√µ2−4m2kink2mkink )
∣∣∣∣2
piµ
√
µ2 − 4m2kink
. (B.5)
We just need to compute the kink-antikink form factor F (2)O (θ), which can be fixed by analyticity, unitarity, and
crossing symmetry (see [64] for a thorough review of such methods).
For example, we can consider the trace of the stress-energy tensor, T+− ∼ m
4
5
kink
′. This operator has the resulting
kink-antikink form factor [37]
F
(2)
T+−(θ) = −
m2kink
2 114
e
iθ log 2
4pi
sinh θ
sinh 14 (θ − ipi)
exp[−A(θ)], (B.6)
where A(θ) is defined as the integral
A(θ) ≡
∫ ∞
0
dx
x
sinh 3x2
sinh 2x cosh x2
sin2 (ipi−θ)x2pi
sinh x . (B.7)
8 This spectrum was studied numerically in [62, 63].
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FIG. 14. Integrated spectral function I(µ) and doubly-integrated spectral function I(2)(µ) for the operator ψχ in the free
massive theory, where the spectral function in the continuum is ρψχ(µ) ∝ (1−4m2/µ2)1/2. The truncation result at ∆max = 30
is the black solid line, and the continuum result is shown in red dashed line. The relative error δI ≡ Itrunc/Ianalytic−1 is shown
in the inset.
In practice, this integral can be evaluated numerically for a range of values of θ, in order to obtain the resulting
spectral function.
This kink-antikink form factor was used to compute the TIM prediction for the integrated spectral function of T+−
in figure 9 (black dashed line). Via the Ward identity, we also used this form factor to compute the TIM prediction
for the Zamolodchikov C-function
C(µ) = 12pi
P 4−
∫
dµ′2ρT−−(µ′) = 48pi
∫
dµ′2
µ′4
ρT+−(µ′), (B.8)
shown in figure 8 (black dashed line).
While we have technically only included the leading contribution to the spectral function for these TIM predictions,
we can check the validity of this approximation by looking at the asymptotic behavior of C(µ) in the UV, finding
C(µ) ≈ 0.69 (µ→∞), (B.9)
compared with the exact value of cTIM = 0.7. We thus see that all higher-kink contributions provide at most a
percent-level correction to the TIM spectral functions.
Appendix C: Doubly-Integrated Spectral Functions
The spectral functions computed in a truncation framework generally have unphysical discontinuities due to the
fact that often they are trying to approximate continuous spectra with discrete ones. This fact is most apparent
in the spectral functions themselves, which strictly speaking are sums over isolated delta functions for any finite
truncation despite the fact that in the continuum limit most of these delta functions merge to form continuous
functions. Integrating at least one time is necessary in order to even plot the truncated spectral functions. Integrating
additional times has the advantage that not only do the resulting spectral functions become more smooth, but they
generally also have reduced relative errors compared to the multiply-integrated spectral functions of the continuum
theory.
As a simple example of this feature, consider the spectral function for the operator ψχ in the free massive theory.
The analytic result is eq. (III.22). To compute the result in truncation, we find the eigenvalues of the mass matrix
(2P+)(ψψ) for two particle states, given in eq. (A.7), and the matrix elements and spectrum for two-particle states,
given in (A.10), and compute the spectral function according to the general spectral function formula (III.4). The
integrated spectral function and doubly-integrated spectral functions,
Iψχ(µ) ≡
∫ µ2
0
dµ′2ρψχ(µ′), I(2)ψχ(µ) ≡
∫ µ2
0
dµ′2Iψχ(µ′), (C.1)
respectively, are shown in Fig. 14, and compared to the analytic results. The relative error of the doubly-integrated
spectral function is significantly reduced compared to the integrated spectral function.
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FIG. 15. Integrated C-function, as defined in eq. (C.2). Main plots: integrals of the truncation data and theoretical TIM
prediction from figure 8. Insets: ratio of the truncation data at ∆max = 28 (blue dots) and ∆max = 22 (red squares) to the IR
theoretical prediction (black line). The values of mgap for the theoretical prediction were determined by fitting to the data.
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FIG. 16. Double-integrated spectral function for T+−, as defined in eq. (C.3). Main plots: integrals of the truncation data
and theoretical TIM prediction from figure 9. Insets: ratio of the truncation data at ∆max = 28 (blue dots) and ∆max = 22
(red squares) to the IR theoretical prediction (black line).
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FIG. 17. The convergence of the first (red circle) and second (blue diamond) lowest mass eigenvalues at strong couplings
g = 0.85 (left plot) and g = 1.25 (right plot). The plot shows the eigenvalues at fixed g as a function of 1/∆max. The insets of
the plots zoom in to each individual eigenvalue to show the dependence on 1/∆max. The dashed trend lines are linear fits of the
last 4 points. At the smaller coupling, g = 0.85, both eigenvalues have converged well. At the larger coupling, g = 1.25, which
is close to the TIM critical point, both eigenvalues are still changing as a function of ∆max. The lowest eigenvalue at g = 0.85
has a clear linear dependence on 1/∆max. The others have slower convergence rates. The changing slope may suggest that the
dependence on 1/∆max has a different power, or the dependence is linear but the slopes have not converged to constants.
Next, we show similar additional integrations for some spectral functions in the interacting theory. In Fig. 8, we
showed the C-function, which is itself an integral of a spectral function. We can perform an additional integration to
obtain the function
C(2)(µ) ≡
∫ µ2
0
dµ′2 C(µ′). (C.2)
Figure 15 shows the truncation results for C(2)(µ), again compared to the TIM prediction. As we can see, these
results are much smoother, and agree with the theoretical prediction to within a few percent, as we can see from the
ratio shown in each inset. It is worth reiterating that the results in figure 15 are simply the integral of the results in
figure 8. While taking this integral adds no new information, it allows us to see more clearly how well our truncation
results match the TIM prediction at low energies. We can also easily see the scale at which the SGNY results deviate
from the TIM description in the UV.
Similarly, we can smooth out the truncation data somewhat for the spectral function of the trace T+− by integrating
a second time, to compute
I
(2)
T+−(µ) ≡
∫ µ2
0
dµ′2 IT+−(µ′). (C.3)
Figure 16 shows this double-integrated spectral function, again compared to the TIM prediction. The ratio of the
truncation data to the theoretical curve is shown in the insets, where we can see that the values agree to within
roughly 25%. The reason this error is much larger than in figure 15 is that T+− is going to zero, so the numerical
value for its spectral function is orders of magnitude smaller than that of T−−.
Appendix D: Convergence of Mass Eigenvalues
In Section IV A we briefly discussed the convergence of the mass gap. We treated the mass gap at different values
of g collectively and measured the change of the curve mgap(g) due to ∆max. This strategy is useful in extracting the
critical exponent. We would like to also study the convergence of individual mass eigenvalues.
We study each mass eigenvalue as a function of ∆max at fixed g. At ∆max → ∞, the eigenvalues should converge
to constants. For sufficiently large ∆max, the shift due to truncation should fall off as a power law of 1/∆max. Based
on the behavior of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 we expect
• The convergence at small coupling g is better than at large g. For each eigenvalue, its convergence is better
before the collision with the continuum than after the collision.
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FIG. 18. Testing the universal IR scale model with different parameters. Fixing the critical exponent at the theoretical value,
we plot the function with parameter α = 1 (upper left), α = 2 (upper right) and α = 3 (lower left). Compared with α = 2,
α = 1 has moderately less universal behavior across different ∆max in the IR region (small x-axis), while α = 3 clearly does not
have universality. Fixing the parameter α = 2 we also consider a different critical exponent, ν = 1 (lower right). Compared
with ν = 1.25, there is no universal IR behavior in the small x-axis region and the ratio is also not constant above the IR scale
(large x-axis).
• As g increases, the continuum states start colliding with the lower spectrum from top to bottom. Thus the
convergence is expected to get worse from top to bottom.
In Fig. 17 we take the lowest two mass eigenvalues (the red and blue curves in Fig. 4) as an example of the spectrum.
We pick g = 0.85 as an example of the regime where the second state has merged into the continuum and the first
state has not collided yet, and we pick g = 1.25 as an example of the regime where both states have merged into
the continuum. We plot each mass eigenvalue as a function of 1/∆max. The result matches our expectation. The
shift due to truncation is smaller at g = 0.85 than at g = 1.25. In addition, the shift of the first mass eigenvalue at
g = 0.85 fits to a linear law of 1/∆max. In all of the other 3 cases, the convergence are worse. It is unclear from the
data whether the fall-off of the truncation effect for the states in the continuum obeys a different power law, or ∆max
is not sufficiently large for the power law to dominate.
Given this result one may be surprised why a straightforward fit to the critical exponent at each ∆max works, even
before the mass gap has converged. If the truncation effects between different g were uncorrelated, we would have no
choice but to wait until mgap(g) at all g have converged. In fact, it is likely that the truncation effects modify the
physical observables in a universal manner that depends only on a mass scale set by ∆max. We discuss this in detail
in Section IV E.
Appendix E: Parameter Dependence of the IR Scale
In Section IV E we briefly mentioned that the universal IR scale model prefers the parameter α = 2 and ν = 1.25.
In this appendix we provide the details by contrasting the prefered parameters with more general choices and argueing
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how the analysis discriminates them. Recall that in our model the IR behavior depends on a single scale
mgap
ΛIR
∝ ∆αmax(g∗ − g)ν . (IV.15)
and we measure the behavior of the quantity m˜gap(g∗−g)ν which has the meaning of the ratio of the observed (truncation
modified) mass gap to the true mass gap. We expect the relationship to be
• When the mass gap is above the IR scale (∆αmax(g∗ − g)ν large), and the ratio is constant.
• When the mass gap is below the IR scale (∆αmax(g∗−g)ν small), the mass gap deviates from the critical exponent
and behaves uniformly as a function of the variable (IV.15) across different ∆max.
In Fig. 18 we try different combinations of α and ν in the Universal IR scale model. We try two different values
above and below the chosen parameter α = 2, and the plots show the IR universality is not as good as α = 2. We
also find that the model weakly prefers ν = 1.25. In particular we would like to contrast it with ν = 1. The plot of
ν = 1 fails to realize both features. First, the ratio is not a constant above the IR scale, suggesting ν = 1 does not
fit the critical exponent. Second, below the IR scale, curves of different ∆max span out, demonstrating no universal
behavior. We emphasize that the preference on ν = 1.25 is weak and should not be used to determine the critical
exponent.
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